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Summer 2019, MA 141: 
Professor Riggs explained concepts clearly and was approachable and friendly. She was different from every 
other math professor I have had in a positive way. She worked hard to make sure that everyone understood 
what was going on in the course and was knowledgeable and kind when questions were asked. She was never 
frustrated by questions. 
 
I liked how Ms. Riggs built up the material. She explained and related the concepts to each other very well, this 
is very important when learning a relatively difficult subject. The test study guides and end of class recitation 
were also very helpful. I now find some parts of calculus fun (mostly the problems I can do without struggling), I 
would attribute this to the extra effort that I put into learning the material, but also in a large part to Ms. Riggs 
for teaching it in an effective way that makes sense. 
 
Spring 2019, MA 114: 
By far one of my favorite professors so far at NCSU. She cared about the course, wanted the students to learn, 
and always showed up with a smile on her face. Never dreaded the walk to SAS Hall for her class. 
 
The teacher tried to make the class interesting with different examples that might interest us especially because 
most people had to take this class and were not too keen on it. 
 
Fall 2018, MA 141: 
Professor Riggs was always patient and enthusiastic with answering our questions, which fostered a classroom 
environment where students felt comfortable asking questions. She treated us with respect and, in turn, she 
received respect from the class. Additionally, she answered questions really well even if she did not have a 
prepared answer, which shows me that she really knows what the material she is teaching. 
 
Spring 2018, MA 141: 
This is my second time in MA 141. My first time through, I was utterly lost and bewildered and was beginning to 
suspect that calculus might be something that I simply couldn't do. However, Mrs. Riggs is able to explain things 
in a way that 'click' with me. After her course, I feel like I understand the subject matter beyond being able to 
just take a test on it. I simply cannot recommend Mrs. Riggs enough, especially to anyone who struggles with 
math. 
 
Professor Riggs is a very enthusiastic teacher for math. I have really enjoyed being a student in her class and I 
would love to have her again as a professor. She continuously tries to make sure her students understand the 
work she is explaining and reaches out to them in and out of class. I have been in her office hours many times 
and she has always been helpful in teaching me how to solve my problems. 
 
Fall 2017, MA 141: 
Professor Riggs came to class everyday with a great deal of enthusiasm that translated well during her teaching. 
Her approach concerning the material was very helpful. Overall, Professor Riggs' attitude made what is most 
commonly considered as a relatively unbearable class bearable. 
 
Professor Riggs was always very receptive to student questions and gave in depth/well thought answers to every 
one she was presented with. Her lectures were well planned and she was consistently explained every topic in 
great depth. It was clear that she was knowledgeable on what she was teaching and really wanted to help us 
learn. 


